Section D – Erosion Control Notes have been updated.

On Sheet D3, the product “Nature Safe” from the manufacturer Nature Safe Fertilizers was added to the FERTILIZING note.

On Sheet D6, the “Total Quantity for Temporary Stabilization” and the “Total Quantity for Permanent Stabilization” was added to the TABLE OF MULCHING (GRASS HAY OR STRAW).

On Sheet D6, the weblink for the manufacturer HydroStraw, LLC was updated in the HYDRAULIC STRAW MULCH note.

On Sheet D7, the weblink for the manufacturer HydroStraw, LLC was updated in the SOIL STABILIZER note.

On Sheet D11, the manufacturer for the product Smart Ditch was updated to “Penda Corporation” in the CHANNEL LINER note.

On Sheet D11, the weblink for the manufacturer Forterra, Inc was updated in the ARTICULATED CONCRETE MATTRESS note.

On Sheet D11, the new TYPE B DRAINAGE FABRIC note was added after the TABLE OF ARTICULATED CONCRETE MATTRESS note.

On Sheet D13, the products “Sediment Catchers” and “Grate FX, Slammer, or VertiPro” were removed from the SEDIMENT CONTROL AT INLETS WITH FRAMES AND GRATES note.

On Sheet D13, the weblink for the manufacturer BX Civil and Construction was updated in the SEDIMENT CONTROL AT INLETS WITH FRAMES AND GRATES note.

On Sheet D13, the weblink for the manufacturer NoFlood, Inc was updated in the SEDIMENT CONTROL AT INLETS WITH FRAMES AND GRATES note.

On Sheet D14, the product “Rumble Grid” was updated to “Pro-Grid” in the CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE note.

On Sheet D14, the new CONCRETE WASHOUT AREA note was added after the SDDOT CONSTRUCTION ENTRANCE note.

On Sheet D15, the new VEGETATED BUFFER STRIPS note was added after the TABLE OF TREE REPLACEMENT note.

On Sheet D19, the signature for the South Dakota Department of Transportation in the 5.4: SWPPP CERTIFICATIONS was updated to “Chad Babcock”.

Section D – Erosion Control Standard Note file may be downloaded from here.